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This invention comprises a new and‘pimproved ‘process 
of making welt shoes in which the upper is ?tted to a last, 
pulled over and lasted thereon. V H _ v 

The process, of my invention is characterized by the 
employment of a welt-forming sole in accordance with 
the following steps, viz. securing to the bottom of a lasted 
upper a flat sole, hereinafter termed a welt sole, having 
a partially severed blank in, its forepart. which de?nes a 
?at marginal, welt strip, removing the last and attaching 
the upper to the said Welt strip by stitching or cement, then 
removing the partially severed’ .blank, laying an outsole 
and stitching itkto the welt strip thus provided. desired, 
a light ?exible ?ller or cushion may be inserted to ‘replace 
the removed blank. 

vIn forming a welt as above, outlined, certain disad 
vantages of the conventional Goodyear welt shoe “are 
obviated. Instead of dealing with a loose welt strip ‘that 
requires a high degree of skill in properly locating and 
attaching and then requires a welt ‘beating operation pre 
paratory to receiving an outsole, my improved process 
provides at once from the material of the welt sole a. thin, 
?at, accurately located welt strip and'so obviates-the costly 
welt- sewing and welt beating operations. [On the con. 
trary, the welt strip is economically formed as a stock 
?tting operation and, is properly located inv the. routine 
step‘of‘laying the midsole that requires no high degree 
of skill; It will‘ thus be apparent that my novel process 
may be carried out by regular and conventional stepsof 
shoemaking. 

In accordance with my novel process the welt may be 
formed about the forepart of the shoe only or about the 
entire periphery of the shoe with or without employing av 
dutchman in the heel seat. I employ as the welt‘ sole of 
my. process a conventional midsole or forepart slip sole 
and die out a blankfrom the center or from the forepart 
of. such shape as to de?ne a ?at marginal'welt strip. The. 
died‘ out blank may be completely severed: andhel'cl'. in 
place during the shoemaking process by means of;tape or 
staples‘or. stitching, or it may be partially‘ severed, and 
retained in place by unsevered key spots ofminimal- di 
mension. The midsole or Welt sole may be of any'mate~ 
rial ordinarily used for such shoe parts asleather, rubber, 
orv any of the synthetic solematerials- now available in 
the open market. 

‘Welt’ shoes constructed in accordance with my novel‘ 
process have the advantage of lightness, ?exibility and 
economy of manufacture. By removing the blank from 
theinterior'of the midsole, the stiff plywood elfect in the 
shoeib'ottom' is avoided and ?exibility greatly increased. 
The shoe is made lighter because, the blank removed 
from themidsole is replaced by a light ?exible cushion of ‘I 
felt, foam rubber, cork or the like. The Welt strip is ac 
curately and properly located once for all in correct and 
predetermined curvature and by this expedient a welt 
strip may be provided in shoes such as those of the gen-. 
nine moccasin type where it has been heretofore di?icult 
to attach weltinguniformly and ef?ciently. The presence 
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of the partially ‘severed blank during ‘the step "of sewing 
the upper thereto holds thejla'st'ed ‘shoe in its initial lasted 
position and positively stabilizes and prevents misplace 
ment of the welt along the longitudinal and lateral axes 
of vthe shoe. It is also noted that the transverse line of 
stabilization is preferably at the ball line of the shoe. 
Thus is produced a “shoe ‘which is light, which is ?exible, 
which adds nothing complicated to conventional shoemak 
ing processes, which can be repaired, which has the ap 
pearance of a doube'sole shoe, and is more economical to. 
produce than any type of shoe heretofore known having; 
these valuable characteristics. , 
The removal and replacement of ‘the blank from the‘ 

midsole gives the manufacturer the advantage that he 
may quite properly utilize low grades of midsoles with‘ 
scars or other defects in portions because ‘of the fact 
that many of these defect's'will be removed with the sev-r 
ered blank. This permits the manufacturer to achieve an 
important reduction in the'co‘st of his ‘rni'dsoles. Further, 
because of‘ the ‘fact that the [entire unit is preformed and‘ 
goes through the ‘midsole laying and attaching‘ process as 
a unit, shoes of uniform vor identical appearance may be 
made because the ?xed outer edge of ‘the ‘midsole is used 
as a [guide for subsequent operations. Ordinarily in at» 
tempting to attach welts to‘v ‘shoes other than Goodyear 
welt shoes, many shoes‘ are ‘damaged where the welt runs 
elf from its true location in‘ certain spots‘. In practising, 
the process of the present invention‘ damage of this sort" 
is entirely obviated‘. Another advantage is that the Walt 
strip is‘ formed continuously and there ‘is no" necessity of‘ 
splicing to join the endsof the welt. and impossibility of' 
opening, occurring at‘ the “splice? which would; of’ course, 
result in rejects. _ V p 4, ‘s . 

The shoe produced 'a's'above outlined; while having a 
bottom of substantial‘ ‘thickness, is'subjstantially as light 
and.‘v more‘ ?exible‘ than a “single ‘sole ‘shoe. It ‘provides 
comfort to the wearer not any by'its' increasedllightness' 
andv?e'xibility, but also on account of‘ the bu‘shion'charaé 
teristics imparted to‘ it by' the‘ ?ller; Whenv 'it becomes 
necessary the shoe may be’, repaired in the usual'manner 
with allithe'convenience'ofa.welttshoe. - 7 

These and other advantages of‘ the invention will‘ be 
best understood and appreciated from‘vthe ‘following. de 
scription of 'a preferred mannerof carrying out the‘pro'c» 
ess illustrated in-the accompanying‘ drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a view inperspectiv'e'ofa lasted‘upper of the 
moccasintype; I V ‘ 

Fig. 2 is a similar view'showingthelmidsolein ‘positionv 
on the shoe‘bottom, H I , . p 7 

_ Fig. 31 is a 'similar'view‘suggesting the replacementof 
the partially severed blank'by al?llercushion, ‘ 

Fig. 4 is a view incro'ssasection of'the 'forepart of ‘the- 
shoe on an enlarged scale, v v 

Fig. 5 is:a plan view‘showing the lasted upper of-the 
Littleway type,- V p v 

Fig.- 6 ‘is -a similar'view ‘showing, the welt sole iirposi» 
tion on the shoe bottom, and _ { 

Fig.‘ 7 is "a 'view in .cross-‘sectionof the ‘forepart ofsthe 
shoe on an enlarged'scale; ’ p 

In producing themoccasin type shoe-as shown iii-Figs.» 
1-4 of the drawings the‘upper'i's fully lasted-inthe-‘usual; 

, manner ‘forming a hottomportionor insole member 10» 
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‘which is'overlasted upon the last bottom.and!upturnedL 
walls 11 conforming-accurately. to. theshapejofw the lasts 
12.‘ The forepart of :thevainpmayg be.then trimmed and‘ 
closed by sewinginto ‘it theusualforepartplug; These 

' are conventional ‘stepsin.themanufacture-of trueamocr 
casin type shoes and inrmakingis'hoes .ofItheother. typesr-I 
mentioned similar steps arefollowed except that the upper 
is lasted vover a ‘last having, aninsole which takes-the f-place" 
of the bottom portion 10 of the moccasin type shoe. ~ g . . . 
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In carrying out the present invention a weltsole 13 ‘is 
dried out or rounded to the proper size, and in this step 
a forepart blank 14 is died out or partly died out in such 
manner as to de?ne a marginal welt strip 15 which ex~ 
tends laterally beyond the upper suf?ciently to ‘be used 
as the normal outsole attachment base; If the blank 14 is 
completely died out=it may be detachably connected and 
retained in place by tabs of tape joining it to the adjacent 
edge portions of the midsole 13 or, as herein shown, key 
points of-integral attachment may be left intact. In any 
case the blank remains in place during the sole laying 
operation and a subsequent stitching operation. In Fig. 2 
the midsole or welt sole 13 is shown as having been laid 
and adhesively attached to the shoe bottom. In this 
condition a pair of opposite‘ and longitudinally spaced 
points and another‘ pair of opposite and transversely 
spaced points integrally connect blank 14 directly to the 
midsole 13. 
The last is now removed and the midsole 13 stitched 

to the overlasted bottom portion 10 by a line of stitching 
16 which may be either of the McKay or Littleway type 
as desired. The line of stitching 16 may pass entirely 
arount the margin of the shoe including the heel seat, 
or it may terminate at the heel breast line, and the mid— 
sole may be of integral construction or include a dutch 
man for its heel seat portion. The stitching operation is 
carried out while the ‘blank 14 remains in place ‘and 
consequently, due to the welt strip 15 being stabilized 
by its securement to the blank 14, the outer edge ‘of the 
marginal welt strip of the midsole serves as a reliable 
guide. The presence of the blank prevents distortion or 
displacement of the weltstrip 15 so that accuracy of 
stitching is insured without requiringany unusual skill 
on the part of the operator. 
When the seam 16 has been completed, the blank 14 

is removed as suggested in Fig. 3 and replaced by ?ller 
material which may take the form of a sponge rubber 
blank 17 or other light cushion material. 
The shoe is completed by laying an outsole 18 upon 

the midsole and ?ller and securing it to the welt strip 15 
by a stitchline 19, this being preferably a lockstitch seam 
concealed in a channel of the outsole as clearly shown 
in Fig. 4. 

In producing a shoe of the Littleway type as shown in 
Figs. 5-7 the upper 21 is fully lasted over an insole 20 
upon the last bottom. The overlasted margin of the 
upper is indicated by reference character 22. In this 
instance the overlasted margin is secured to the insole 
by staples and cement in the conventional manner., 

In carrying out the present invention a welt sole 23 is 
died out in such manner as to de?ne a marginal welt 
strip 25 extending laterally su?iciently to be used as the 
normal outsole attachment base and detachably connected 
and retained in place in the sole by key points of integral ‘ 
attachment which are left intact. In any case the blank 
remains in place during the sole laying operationandthe 
subsequent stitching ‘operation which takes place‘after 
the upper is removed from the last. As shown in Fig. 6 
the Littleway lockstitch seam 26 extends through the in 
sole 20, the overlasted margin 22 of the upper and the welt 
strip 25 formed about the forepart of the welt sole. 
The stitching operation is carried out while the blank 

24 remains in place and consequently, due to the welt 
strip 25 ‘being stabilized by its securement to the blank 
24, ‘the outer edge of the marginalwelt strip 25 serves 
as a reliable guide‘ for the stitching mechanism. 'As 'in 
the moccasin type shoe the presence of the blank 24 pre 
vents distortion or displacement ofthe welt strip so that 
the accuracy of‘ the stitching is insured. ‘ 
When the seam 26 has beencompleted, the blank 24 is 

removed and replaced by filler material which may take 
the form of a sponge rubber blank 27. ' 
The shoe is completed by laying an outsole 28 'upon 

the midsole and ?ller and securing it to the welt strip 
25 by cement or other suitable means. ' 
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The present application is a continuation-in-part of my 

application Ser. No. 460,369 ?led October 5, 1954, now 
abandoned in favor of this application. 
Having thus disclosed my invention and described in 

‘detail a preferred manner of carrying it out, I claim 
as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent: 

1. The process of making a moccasin shoe which com 
prises the. steps of lasting a moccasin vamp having a sole 
element, preliminarily attaching to the sole portion of the 
lasted vamp a midsole having a blank ?tting within its 
forepart and shaped and disposed to de?ne the inner 
periphery of a marginal welt strip, said blank being con 
nected with said welt strip only at a plurality of pairs 
of opposed points, at least one of said pairs of points 
being located at positions disposed for stabilizing the 
toe end of said welt strip, removing the last and sewing 
the upper to said welt strip while the welt strip is being 
stabilized by its connections with said blank, disconnect 
ing said blank from the welt strip atsaid points, remov 
ing the blank from the forepart and replacing it with a 
flexible ?ller, laying an outsole against said midsole, welt 
strip and _?ller and stitching said outsole to the welt 
strip. , 

2. The process of claim 1 wherein the upper is sewed 
to said 'midsole about its entire margin including the 
heel seat thereof as well as the welt strip of the forepart. 

3. The process of claim 1 wherein said connections 
are provided by bonds integral with said blank and said 
welt strip. ' 

4. The process of claim 1 wherein said one pair ‘of 
points is located substantially along the longitudinal axis 
of the shoe. 

5. The process of claim 1 wherein one of said pairs 
of points‘ is located substantially along the ball line of 
the shoe. 

6. The process of claim 1 wherein said bonds are of 
minimal dimension along the linetof separation between 
said blank and said welt strip. _ 

7. The process of claim 1 wherein there are but two 
pairs of opposed points, one pair being located substan 
tially along the longitudinal axis of the shoe and the 
other pair being located substantially along the ball 
line of the shoe, and all the bonds being of minimal di 
mention along the line of separation between said blank 
and said welt strip. ‘ 

8. The process of making a shoe which comprises the 
steps of preliminarily attaching to the lasted underlying 
portion of an upper forming a part of the shoe bottom 
construction a weltsole having an extension edge and a 
blank ?tting within its forcpart and shaped and disposed 
to de?ne in the sole the inner periphery of a marginal 
welt strip extending laterally beyond the upper sufficiently 

> to be used as the normal outsole attachment base, said 
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blank ‘being connected with the welt strip only at a plu 
rality of pairs of opposed points, at least one of said 
pairs of points being located at positions disposed for 
stabilizing the toe end ‘of said welt strip, removing the 
last and sewing the upper to said welt strip while the welt 
strip is being stabilized by its connections with said blank, 
disconnecting said blank from the welt strip at said 
points, removing the blank from the forepart and replac 
ing it with a ?exible ?ller, laying an outsole against said 
weltsole and its marginal welt strip and filler, and attach 
ing the outsole to the welt strip. 

9. The process of making a shoe which comprises the 
steps of preliminarily attaching to the lasted underlying 
portion of an upper forming a part of the shoe bottom 

> construction a weltsole having an extension edge and a 
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blank ?tting within its forepart and shaped and disposed 
‘to de?ne in the sole the inner periphery of a marginal 
welt strip extending laterally beyond the upper su?iciently 
to be used as the normal outsole attachment base, said 
blank having opposed connecting portions with the welt 
strip, said connecting portions between the welt strip 
and blank being located at points so positioned as to 
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stabilize the tip end of the toe portion of said welt strip, 
removing the last and sewing the upper to said welt strip 
while the welt strip is being stabilized by its connections 
with said blank, disconnecting said blank from the welt 
strip at said points, removing the blank from the fore 
part and replacing it with a ?exible ?ller, laying an out 
sole against said weltsole and its marginal welt strip 
and ?ller, and attaching the outsole to the welt strip. 
'10. The process of claim 8 wherein said one pair of 

points is located substantially along the longitudinal axis 
of the shoe. _, 

11. The process of claim 8 wherein one of said pairs 
of points is located substantially along the ball line of 
the shoe. 

12. The process of claim 9 wherein said connecting 
portions are of minimal dimension along the line of’ 
separation between said blank and said welt strip. _ 

13. The process of claim 8 wherein there are but two 

6 
' pairs of opposed points, one pair being located substan 

10 
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tially along the longitudinal axis of the shoe and the 
other pair being located substantially along the ball line 
of the shoe, and all the connecting points 'being of min 
imal dimension along the line of separation between said 
blank and said welt strip. 
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Column 1., line 1'7, after "lasted thereong" insert 

me While the invention has a particularly advantageous field of use in the 
manufacture of moccasin type shoes, it is by no means limited thereto but 
has a more general application to the manufacture of shoes by the Compo, 
McKay or Littleway Welt processesv In all instances, however, the process 
of this invention produces.’ shoes in which the upper is completely lasted 
and shaped to the last before the Welt-‘forming element is brought into its 
place in the shoe bottomn =--=n 
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